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De: Pierre Dassas <pierre@dassas.com>
A: Camille Vossenat <c.vossenat@dassas.com>

Envoyé de mon iPhone

Début du message transféré :

De:De: "The International Institute for Counter-Terrorism (ICT)" <ict@idc.ac.il>
Date:Date: 23 mai 2022 à 11:15:56 UTC+2
À:À: pierre@dassas.com
Objet:Objet: ICT Newsletter - April 2022ICT Newsletter - April 2022
Répondre à:Répondre à: webmaster@ict.org.il

The International Institute for Counter-Terrorism (ICT) is pleased to share some
exciting updates from April 2022!

In this newsletter: Dr. Ely Karmon offered an overview of the Israel-India counter-
terror relationship, ICT researchers provided insight into the recent terror attack in
Tel Aviv, Col Liam Collins offered new insights on the war in Ukraine, and more!
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The shooting attack that took place on April 7 on Dizengoff Street in Tel Aviv is
another link in a chain of attacks carried out in Israel since the beginning of March. In
this article, Dr. Eitan Azani, Dr. Michael Barak, Lorena Atiyas-Lvovsky, and Daniel
Haberfeld analyzed the Palestinian response to the attack, and offered
recommendations to respond to this rising wave.

(In Hebrew)

Read here

https://trailer.web-view.net/Links/0X3B00EFCEC23639B4300108FACEE60781211F66DBD0C4C53C9DFD0D3900723E6062294783AFA54D7A65339587484963190E371FF0574ED31EF9DC5F6EC60189E40A2BFDDBE467C819.htm
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Since 1992, India and Israel have maintained close ties in the counter-terrorism
arena. In his recent article published published in Perspectives on Terrorism, Dr.
Ely Karmon offered insights on India’s Counterterrorism Cooperation with Israel, as
well as the intricate challenges faced by India in dealing with Iranian terrorism on its
soil.

Read here

https://trailer.web-view.net/Links/0X5C783DA7707423C3A4C8CC9136E72ECC9053D08D3DE6CE3564B0657F4B938D2BDED29E9D25491D4765339587484963190E371FF0574ED31EF9DC5F6EC60189E40A2BFDDBE467C819.htm
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How did terrorists use the internet in 2021? How do they leverage the
interconnectedness of the space to radicalize, recruit, and plan attacks? The ICT
Cyber Desk team offers in-depth analysis on these activities and more in their new
report Trends in Cyber-Terrorism in 2021. 

Read here

Interviews

https://trailer.web-view.net/Links/0X80F2F19125FB3389DC867B82D627C39CB7E8C82D47289FF38A86D14EEB7EDC3BF30EDC1E9ED84D9165339587484963190E371FF0574ED31EF9DC5F6EC60189E40A2BFDDBE467C819.htm
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Israeli's Rush for Gun
Licenses In Wake of Attacks

The recent wave of attacks has
prompted a surge in applications for
firearms licenses in Israel. Brig. Gen.
(Res.) Shaike Horowitz, suggests that
this rise needs to be accompanied by

Terror Needs a Stage

In an interview with Der Tagesspiegel,
Dr. Gabriel Weimann discussed the
potential for escalation and further
attacks in light of the most recent wave
of terrorist attacks in Israel.

Read here

In an interview with ILTVNews, Dr. Michael Barak discussed the deepening conflict
between Egypt and Sudan towards Ethiopia regarding the Ethiopian intention to refill
the Renaissance dam for the third time, which Egypt perceives as an existential
threat.

Watch here

https://trailer.web-view.net/Links/0XED16C62F7734D98AE60A15CCAFAEA43B29665026AF14EA29B0F9676192D74EF86B1F30DA9AB6793C65339587484963190E371FF0574ED31EF9DC5F6EC60189E40A2BFDDBE467C819.htm
https://trailer.web-view.net/Links/0X6D5DD104E1BB1B3CA818CB3DE6B643D1D85DD610DD68D729878487567F86EE8E00CD996CF8D3C6EA65339587484963190E371FF0574ED31EF9DC5F6EC60189E40A2BFDDBE467C819.htm
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more significant training as well.

Read here

Understanding the Recent
Wave of Attacks in Israel

In a recent interview with the deputy
editor of Fathom Journal, Dr. Ely
Karmon discussed the security
situation in Israel in light of the recent
wave of terror attacks.

Read here

Mossad Thwarts
Assassination Attempts

In an interview with i24News, Brig.
Gen. (Res.) Nitzan Nuriel discussed the
potential for future attacks and plots
around the globe, after it was announce
that the Mossad was able to thwart a
plot against Israeli and U.S. targets in
Turkey.

Watch here

Podcasts

https://trailer.web-view.net/Links/0X88C327CAE957EC5498E11F3345F01E0157B2C3CEC2C74F5C8A8BDEC648A0650B009B40F28728A75A65339587484963190E371FF0574ED31EF9DC5F6EC60189E40A2BFDDBE467C819.htm
https://trailer.web-view.net/Links/0XE40892D56B9B3C517F2610D8605C8800A4B8E9B9CF5063301467E8AFBAE7B5A708A464880FF6D69E65339587484963190E371FF0574ED31EF9DC5F6EC60189E40A2BFDDBE467C819.htm
https://trailer.web-view.net/Links/0XB7308120D2D98A3721A3DB7A337EC65D6C39051E5178C0FF38B7D56181A0102E9BF37BED5F325E7365339587484963190E371FF0574ED31EF9DC5F6EC60189E40A2BFDDBE467C819.htm
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In a new podcast, (F)Acts of Terror, Deborah Schimenovitz and Alex
Pack interviewed Col. Liam Collins, the former Director of the Combatting Terrorism
Center and the Modern War Institute at the US Military Academy at West Point, and
current RU-MirYam Visiting Professor as well as the former executive officer to the
senior US Defense Advisor to the Ukraine, then-retired Gen. John Abizaid. During
the interview Col. Collins discussed the strategic and tactical aspects of the Russian
invasion of Ukraine and addressed the issue of the foreign fighters involved in
conflict.

Listen here

Announcements

https://trailer.web-view.net/Links/0X324ECE395F5B8B460B1FA6CF92127FB3AC20248AF7C233EAA68DA6C58FCEA57CC3693E8BA55D766465339587484963190E371FF0574ED31EF9DC5F6EC60189E40A2BFDDBE467C819.htm
https://trailer.web-view.net/Links/0X5C1C16DF5705101D705B8490D6F25B12D01717147DB13C302343F658C95414CACC2A3C8BC8BB7E5765339587484963190E371FF0574ED31EF9DC5F6EC60189E40A2BFDDBE467C819.htm
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After nearly two-years of online courses, we are excited to be able to offer the
Advanced Certificate program both online and in-person! 

This unique program combines academic study, simulations, and on-site briefings, to
provide students with concentrated, in-depth understandings of terrorism,
counterterrorism and more!

Learn more and register here

https://trailer.web-view.net/Links/0X5C66ECDDC3090DC31327FBCA2D1E929270A912D6A4D391FF7F298352116F02AB8359C3813D71A92165339587484963190E371FF0574ED31EF9DC5F6EC60189E40A2BFDDBE467C819.htm
https://trailer.web-view.net/Links/0X89BAE5E88A1B049C8D98A8F6FCDF93D8F4EE41DA5D6B7D0F46A7C462CBAF20DBCA97E4D4F7FADE7565339587484963190E371FF0574ED31EF9DC5F6EC60189E40A2BFDDBE467C819.htm
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#ICT21, the ICT's 21st World-Summit on Counter-Terrorism will take place on 11-15
Sept. 2022. Make sure to pay close attention to your emails, as further information
will be released soon!

We are excited to announce that after months of work, the ICT will be launching a


